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Managers Who Motivate
Pamela J. Green, MBA, SPHR, PCC, ICC
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What is Management?

1.Planning
2.Organizing
3.Controlling

Your primary responsibilities include 
leveraging resources to produce 
predictability and creating order that 
leads to short-term results.
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There’s a 4th Responsibility

4. Motivate: This is where you inspire and energize 
people to create the necessary personal and 
professional shifts to achieve the goals.
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Let’s Peel Back The Layers
Strengths01 02Weaknesses

03 Opportunities04 Threats

Strengths
Which attributes gives me 

an advantage to be an 
effective manager?

Threats
What threatens my 

success?

Weaknesses
Which of my attributes 
place me at a 
disadvantage?

Opportunities
Which attributes can be 
exploited to my
advantage?
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What’s your current leadership style?

+ Authoritative/Visionary

+ Servant 

+ Transformational

+ Bureaucratic

+ Transactional

+ Autocratic

+ Pacesetting

+ Democratic

+ Coaching

+ Laissez-faire
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Select the top 3 most effective leadership styles 
required for your organization?

+ Authoritative/Visionary

+ Servant 

+ Transformational

+ Bureaucratic

+ Transactional

+ Autocratic

+ Pacesetting

+ Democratic

+ Coaching

+ Laissez-faire
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We have a unique opportunity….

The Pandemic and social and civil unrest 
have given us the opportunity to make 
important shifts in our management and 
our culture….but will we?
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Given that employees want….

• Control over where they work.
• Control who they work with.
• Control over when and how the work gets done.
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Emotional Cycle of 
Change and Conflict 

LeadershipTM

Inquiry, Experimentation, 
Exploration and Discovery
Opportunity for embracing 

diversity of thought, inclusion, 
etc.

Critical Step 2.5
Completion
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Storming

Norming

Performing Change
Needs a
Champion
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Common Management Pitfalls to 
Avoid

• Falling into complacency.
• Unwilling to change leadership approach.
• Focus on “me” rather than “we” – the attention is on your own performance.
• Playing favorites.
• Short on accountability for yourself and others.
• Missing the need to be diverse and inclusive.
• Not managing conflict.
• Moving talent development to the backseat.
• Doing more advising and directing than coaching and empowering.
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Case Study
You’re leading the return effort. You’ve decided that a hybrid workforce is best for the organization 
at this time. This means, that everyone will be able to have up to 3 remote workdays per week and 
that Wednesdays are “hotel” days in which everyone works in the office. You’ve established a 
minimum number of people must be in the office each day. You have given the staff the freedom 
to decide how this will work.

Your assignment

1. How will you reestablish expectations?
2. How will you manage conflict?
3. How will you guide the change effort knowing that you cannot please everyone?
4. What engagement and motivation strategies will you employ?
5. How will you measure and manage (rewards and reprimands) productivity?

Hint: What do you believe employees really want/need?
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So What? Now What?
Wisdom is knowing what to do with what you know.
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Part 2 - TOWS Threat Assessment and Action Plan
+ Failing to evaluate the threats you've assessed in your SWOT is where 
most leaders fall short. Move to the head of the class by conducting a TOWS 
or similar assessment to gain the full value of your SWOT.
+ Address each question in the box below:

Strengths: Opportunities Weaknesses: Opportunities

Match one strength to one 
opportunity and write how you will 
use that strength to realize that 
opportunity.

Match one opportunity to one 
weakness and write how you will 
use the opportunity to overcome or 
improve upon that weakness.

Strengths: Threats Weaknesses: Threats

Match one threat to one strength 
and write how you will use that 
strength to reduce, avoid, or 
eliminate the threat.

What strategies can you employ to 
eliminate or avoid threats and 
minimize or overcome 
weaknesses?

© 2022 Pamela J Green Solutions. 

Develop Your Personal 
Action Plan….
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What 
questions do 

you have?
Let’s connect in LinkedIn:

https://www.linkedin.com/in/pamelajgreen/

202-293-4965 pam@pamelajgreen.com

Pamela J. Green, MBA, SPHR, PCC, ICC
Leadership Accelerator

Thank you!
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